
Find your job with
MySkills Academy



Find your Job with our FREE 3-hour training in 
only 1 day! This is how it works: 

Explanation of required characteristics, which 
customers expect you to have04 Review of products’ variety + practical trainings in 

simulated rooms or online

Personalized consultation with work 
permission, and visa issues03 Time management and cleaning rules, as well as our 

best identified order of actions in your job

During training we offer personalized support 
with the app and explanation about its utility02 Advices what to bring with you to your customers, 

how to communicate with them

01 ●
Useful tips about your profile: short CV, skills, 
education, personal information, availability setup

FREE training -  in Hamburg & Munich we want 
to share our expertise with cleaners in our 
trainings for free! In Berlin it sells for 24.99 €
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We show you how to run your own business!
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Flexibility - 
you decide 
when and 

where to work

15 € 
per 

hour

Up to 
2750€ 

per 
month

● You define your desired income 
per hour

● You choose the amount of your 
work: part- or full-time

● Regular clients  = regular profit
● Good work has impact on your 

salary = more customers and a 
higher price per hour

● 24/7 support in case if any 
problems occured

Independent, flexible self-employed 
cleaner with stable income

In Hamburg & Munich

Quality training for 
online platforms

100+ monthly trained 
candidates

Passed candidates make 
12-15€/h



FAQ’s from a cleaners perspective

1. "Will I receive jobs immediately after the training?”
- Yes, you will have direct access to the latest customer requests in your work location.

2. “Will I be employed?”
- You will be self-employed, using an online platform to find jobs. Therefore, you are 100% flexible about time and money!

3. “What about payment method and safety?”
- You will be paid every two weeks. The money will be transferred directly to you bank account up to 2 weeks after completing your job. 

4. “Is it legally allowed job?”
- Yes, but if you are a foreigner your visa must support it. Our trainers could check it during the free training.

5. “What is the registration fee? How does the platform work?”
- With MySkills Academy, the registration in Hamburg and Munich is currently for free. The usability of the platform, details for your job 

as a self-employed cleaner and the app will be explained during our training.
6. “Which language skills do I need to attend the training and to work?”

- You should be able to communicate in English or German, we suggest a level at either A2/B1 is desireable.
7. “Why do I need to attend the training?”

- According to our experience, untrained cleaners do simple mistakes because they don’t know better. For instance, they get bad ratings 
in the beginning or don’t know how to use the app properly. And especially bad ratings in the beginning of a job on a online platform is 
crucial due to the given transparency. Moreover, you have nothing to lose - the training is completely FREE!


